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A scale in mathematics refers to the ratio of a drawing in
comparison to the size of the real object. A ratio is a relative size
that represents typically two values. For example, 1:3 pears and
grapefruits represents that there is one pear for every three
grapefruit.
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Scale Drawings - Basic Mathematics
www.basic-mathematics.com/scale-drawings.html
Learn how to determine the actual size of objects using scale drawings

Definition of Scale Drawing - Math Is Fun
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/scale-drawing.html
A drawing that shows a real object with accurate sizes reduced or enlarged by a certain
amount (called the scale). The scale is shown as the length in the drawing ...
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Scale Drawings | Basic Math | Educator.com
https://www.educator.com/mathematics/basic-math/pyo/scale-drawings.php

https://www.educator.com/mathematics/basic-math/pyo/scale-drawings.php
Video embedded · Time-saving lesson video on Scale Drawings with clear explanations
and tons of step-by-step examples. Start learning today!

What is a scale in math? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Math › Algebra
A scale in mathematics refers to the ratio of a drawing in comparison to the size of the
real object. A ratio is a relative size that represents typically two values.

IXL - Scale drawings: word problems (7th grade math â€¦
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-7/scale-drawings-word-problems
Fun math practice! Improve your skills with free problems in 'Scale drawings: word
problems' and thousands of other practice lessons.

Making a scale drawing (video) | Geometry | Khan Academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade...
Video embedded · An urban planner needs your help in creating a
scale drawing. Let's use our knowledge about scale factor,
length, and area to assist.
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Definition of Scale - Math is Fun - Maths Resources
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/scale.html
Math explained in easy language, plus puzzles, games, quizzes, worksheets and a
forum. For K-12 kids, teachers and parents.

Scale Drawing - BrainPOP
https://www.brainpop.com/math/ratioproportionandpercent/scaledrawing
In this educational animated movie about Math learn about scales, draws, drawing,
grids, drawn, and scaling.

Maps and Scale Drawings - PHSchool.com
www.phschool.com/itext/mgmath_course2/.../PH_MSM2_ch05-07_Obj1.html
A scale drawing is an enlarged or reduced drawing of an object that is similar to an
actual object. Maps and floor plans are smaller than the actual size.
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